We present a new approach to study planetary nebulae using integral field spectroscopy. VLT@VIMOS datacube of the planetary nebula Abell 14 is analysed in three different ways by extracting: (i) the integrated spectrum, (ii) 1-dimensional simulated long slit spectra for different position angles and (iii) spaxel-by-spaxel spectra. These data are used to built emission-line diagnostic diagrams and explore the ionization structure and excitation mechanisms combining data from 1-and 3-dimensional photoionization models. The integrated and 1D simulated spectra are suitable for developing diagnostic diagrams, while the spaxel spectra can lead to misinterpretation of the observations. We find that the emission-line ratios of Abell 14 are consistent with UV photo-ionized emission; however, there are some pieces of evidence of an additional thermal mechanism. The chemical abundances confirm its previous classification as a Type I planetary nebula, without spatial variation. We find, though, variation in the ionization correction factors (ICFs) as a function of the slit position angle. The star at the geometric centre of Abell 14 has an A5 spectral type with an effective temperature of T eff = 7909±135 K and surface gravity log(g) = 1.4±0.1 cm s −2 . Hence, this star cannot be responsible for the ionization state of the nebula. Gaia parallaxes of this star yield distances between 3.6 and 4.5 kpc in good agreement with the distance derived from a 3-dimensional photoionization modelling of Abell 14, indicating the presence of a binary system at the centre of the planetary nebula.
INTRODUCTION
Integral field spectroscopy (IFS) provides unique information of extended sources. The disadvantages of the firstgeneration integral field units (IFUs) such as the small field of view and low spectral resolution have been overcome by the new generations of instruments developed over the past few yr either in the optical regime (e.g. MUSE, MEGARA, WiFeS, and SITELLE) 1 or in the infrared regime (e.g. SI- 2012) corroborates the power of IFS in the study of extended galaxies.
IFU data have made possible the development of more sophisticated emission-line diagnostic diagrams (DDs) and the investigations of the mechanisms responsible for the spectral emission-lines in both spatial directions. Different regions across galaxies have been found to display different emission-line ratios (e.g. LINERs-like, Seyfert-like, star formation-like) and occupy distinct regimes on the Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich (BPT, Baldwin et al. 1981 ) DDs (e.g. Singh et al. 2013; Ho et al. 2014; Belfiore et al. 2016) . The same methodology has also been applied to H ii regions (Sánchez 2013) . However, only a few PNe had been observed and studied with IFS, the majority of them during the last 5-6 yr (e.g. Tsamis et al. 2008; Danehkar et al. 2013; Monteiro et al. 2013; Danehkar et al. 2014; Ali et al. 2015 Ali et al. , 2016 Danehkar 2015; Danehkar & Parker 2015; Basurah et al. 2016; Danehkar et al. 2016; Walsh et al. 2016; Dopita et al. 2017 Dopita et al. , 2018 Walsh et al. 2018; Ali & Dopita 2019 ) and imaging fourier transform spectroscopy (Lagrois et al. 2015) .
In contrast to IFS, the position of the slit(s) in long-slit spectroscopy is usually selected based on the morphology of the nebula and/or on the position of distinct features, such as low-ionization structures (LISs: knots, jets, and filaments; e.g., Balick et al. 1993 Balick et al. , 1994 Derlopa et al. 2019) or bipolar outflows (e.g. Guerrero et al. 2013; Akras et al. 2015; Ramos-Larios et al. 2018) .
In this work, we present the first VLT@VIMOS (VIsible Multi-Object Spectrograph) IFU data of Abell 14, an intriguing nebula for which strong [O i] λ6300 (Henry et al. 2010) and [N i] λ5200 (Bohigas 2003 ) emission-lines have been reported. The detection of only one of these lines is confirmed in each study above. Such discrepancy may be related to the slit position in each observation. Based on 3D photoionization modelling, argued for an additional thermal mechanism, probably shock interactions, to explain the observed intensities of these two emissionlines. All these make Abell 14 an ideal object to be studied through IFS and explore the distribution of emission-lines in two spatial dimensions as well as its BTP DDs in a spatially resolved manner.
The paper is organized as follows. The VLT observations and data reduction are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the different approaches used in this work to analyse the VIMOS datacubes: integrated spectrum, simulated 1D long-slit spectroscopy and spaxel-by-spaxel analysis. In Section 4, we present a number of emission-line DDs generated using the fluxes obtained from the three aforementioned methods, as well as emission-line fluxes from a grid of cloudy ) models obtained from the Mexican Million Models data base (3MdB; Morisset et al. 2015) . In this section, we also discuss how chemical abundances and ICFs vary as function of the slit position. The optical spectrum of the central star of Abell 14 is also presented and we discuss the possibility of being a binary system. We summarize our conclusions in Section 5.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Abell 14 was observed at the VLT of ESO (UT3 Melipa) using the IFU mode of the VIMOS instrument (Le Fèvre et al. 2003) . The data were obtained on 2017 January 28 and February 21 [ID: 098.D-0436(A); PI: S. Akras] in service mode.
The high resolution blue grism (HRblue) with a dispersion of 0.571Å pixel −1 and a spectral resolution of 1440 was used to cover the spectral range from 3700 to 5220Å. The orange grism (HRorange) and the blocking filter GG435 with dispersion of 0.6Å pixel −1 were used to cover the spectral range from 5250 to 7400Å. The field of view of 27 × 27 arcsec with a spatial resolution of 0.67 arcsec pixel −1 and 40 × 40 fibres (i.e. spaxels), available for these two high resolution grisms, was selected. Such a configuration was chosen to allow the observation of the entire Abell 14 (41 × 23 arcsec; with two pointings (north and south).
Because of the presence of two field stars at the northern part of the nebula (see Figure 1 ), the priority was given to the southern part, which is free from field stars. Due to bad weather conditions, only the southern part of Abell 14 was eventually observed. Abell 14 is a highly symmetrical and homogeneous nebula with negligible flux variations, as it can be seen in Figure 1 (see also . This symmetry assures that our results and conclusions obtained for the southern half of the nebula can also be applied to the other half. The ring-like structures in the eastern and western directions of the nebula as well as the bright-spots in the equatorial regions (along the north-south direction) can easily be seen in the [N ii] λ6583 line image.
To increase the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of emissionlines, two exposures of 1000 s per grism were obtained as well as one additional exposure of 300 s in an area close to Abell 14 in order to subtract the background skylines from the emission-line images. The seeing during the observations was varying between 0.7 and 1.3 arcsec. For the flux calibration of the data, two standard stars were observed, one for each grism. In Table 1 , we present the observing log. The reduction of the data was carried out with the VI-MOS pipelines available in the instrument website 3 and our own code to reconstruct the final datacubes and extract the emission-lines maps.
METHODOLOGY
Originally, BPT diagnostic diagrams were first constructed using long-slit spectroscopic data (Baldwin et al. 1981) . It is thus coherent to explore whether emission-line ratios derived from a spaxel-by-spaxel analysis of IFU datacubes can be used to study resolved PNe and trace their excitation mechanisms through the BPT diagrams.
Three approaches were followed for the analysis of Abell 14: (1) integrated spectrum, (2) spaxel-by-spaxel (emission-line maps), and (3) 1D simulated long-slit spectra in distinct position angles (PAs) relative to the position of the central star.
The line fluxes in each spaxel (integrated spectrum or 1D simulated long-slit spectra) are corrected for interstellar extinction using the extinction coefficient c(H β) derived from the Balmer H α/H β line ratio (equation 1), from the same spaxel (the observed southern part of the nebula or the simulated slits) considering for all the cases the interstellar extinction law by Fitzpatrick (1999) and R v =3.1. The formulae used are:
where F i (x) is the flux of the line x in the spaxel i, c i is the extinction coefficient in the spaxel i, and f (λ) is the extinction law. The H γ/H β ratio is not used to estimate the extinction coefficient due to the very low S/N of H γ.
The integrated emission-line fluxes from the observed portion of Abell 14 are derived by summing up all the spaxels and discarding those with (i) stellar emission, (ii) low signal-to-noise fluxes, and (iii) F(H α)<F(H β)*2.85 (after reddening correction), which implies unrealistic (negative) 3 http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/instruments values for the extinction coefficient c(H β). The 1D long-slit spectra were extracted simulating slits of 2 arcsec widths in different PAs relative to the central star's position from -90 to 90 • . The final flux was calculated by summing up the spaxels' fluxes.
All the nebular emission-lines measured from the integrated spectrum and the 1D simulated long-slit spectra are listed in Table 2 . The observed line fluxes from the long-slit spectra of Bohigas (2003) and Henry et al. (2010) are also presented for direct comparison with the new data.
0D approach: Integrated spectrum
For the integrated spectrum, we simulated a slit of width and length such that the whole observed nebula was fitted in this slit. The extinction coefficient c(H β) and emissionline ratios were calculated several times by rotating the line maps from 0 to 360 • in steps of 2 • . This exercise was performed to ensure that the rotation of line maps or of the simulated slit does not affect the resultant line fluxes. We find a c(H β) equal to 0.46 with a standard deviation (SD) of 0.003. The very low SD confirms the negligible effect of rotation. Integrated emission-lines are also described by very low SDs. The line fluxes of the integrated spectrum (PA=0 • ) are presented in the fourth column of Table 2 .
Due to the versatility of IFU data, the datacube was also used as input to the alfa 4 . The c(H β) value is estimated to be 0.69±0.05. This value is higher than the one derived from the line maps because alfa does not apply any criteria to the emission-line in each spaxel.
The extinction coefficient of Abell 14 is evidently lower than the previous long-slit studies (0.98, Bohigas 2003; 0.88, Henry et al. 2010 ). This implies a difference in the H α and/or H β fluxes. Nevertheless, a reasonable agreement between our H β flux from the simulated slit at PA=0 • and that from Bohigas (2003) is found (see Table 2 ).
Our integrated line intensities agree better with the results obtained from Bohigas (2003) than those from Henry et al. (2010) . Even the [N i] λ5200 line is consistent with Bohiga's results. On the other hand, the [O i] λ6300 line, which is detected by Henry but not in Bohigas's data, is marginally detected in our IFU data with half of the intensity measured by Henry et al. (2010) and very low S/N Figure 2 . The theoretical [Fe iii] λλ5270/4658 line ratio as a function of electronic density for two different electronic temperatures at 9000 K(solid line) and 15000 K (dotted line) derived from (Laha et al. 2017) . The black square with error bars indicates the value 0.95±0.33 we found for Abell 14.
ratio. The [O i] λ6300 line map shows no clear morphological structure which can be indicative of poor sky subtraction.
Besides the detection of the common nebular emissionlines, two [Fe iii] lines centred at 4658Å and 5270Å are also detected very close to the noise level with values of 13.5 and 12.9 relative to H β=100, respectively. The [Fe iii] λλ5270/4658 line ratio can be used as a density-indicator (see Laha et al. 2017 ). Its value is calculated (0.95±0.33) and it is consistent with the electronic density of 100-200 cm −3 derived from the [S ii] diagnostic lines (Bohigas 2003; Henry et al. 2010; for an electronic temperature of 10000 K (Figure 2 ). Both the lines have been detected in several PNe, for instance Mz 3, NGC 2392, NGC 6543, and NGC 7027, with X-ray emission also detected (Perinotto et al. 1999; Zhang & Liu 2002; Zhang et al. 2012) .
Due to the very low S/N of the [Fe iii] and [O i] lines, this should be considered as a tentative detection and further high S/N observations should be carried out.
1D approach: Simulated long-slit spectra
For the 1D long-slit approach, we simulated a number of slits with 3 spaxel width (equivalent to 2 arcsec), for different PAs from -90 (eastern) to 90 • (western) with a step of 2 • . The average value of c(H β) is 0.47 with SD=0.05 and agrees with the value derived from the integrated spectrum, but its higher SD implies some variation with PA.
2D approach: Spaxel-by-spaxel analysis
An analysis of the emission-line maps spaxel-by-spaxel was also performed. In this case, we calculated the c(H β) and the emission-line fluxes for each individual spaxel. The average c(H β) of Abell 14 is equal to 0.55 with SD=0.45. This clearly demonstrates a significant variation in the extinction coefficient from one spaxel to another. Figure 3 displays the map of the extinction coefficient showing its spatial variation. Particularly is noticeable the large extinction in the region of the western ring.
Given that VIMOS IFU has 40×40 fibres (i.e. spaxels), there are available 1600 spectra. It is, thus, very likely that some of the measurements are problematic, for instance at the border of the CCD with very low SN ratio. Therefore, it is necessary to find (if there are) those problematic values (outliers) and exclude them from the final calculations.
To find the outliers, we first calculated the upper (Q1, 25 percent) and lower (Q3, 75 percent) quartiles. Then, the outliers were found as those data points (spaxels' measurements) in the emission-line maps with values <Q1-1.5*(Q3-Q1) and >Q3+1.5*(Q3-Q1) (Upton & Cook 1997; Kokoska & Zwillinger 2000) . The new value of c(H β), excluding 5 per cent of the total number of spaxels' measurements, is found to be 0.47 with SD=0.29. This result agrees better with the value derived from the integrated spectrum and it implies that the outliers, mainly from areas with low S/N, affect the resultant average values from spaxels. The same procedure is followed for all the emission-lines.
RESULTS
In the following subsections, we present the 2D maps for the most representative emission-lines of Abell 14 together with a morphological analysis. Then, we discuss the excitation mechanisms of Abell 14 through the BPT DDs. These diagrams are constructed combining data from the 1D simulated long-slit VIMOS spectra, the spaxel-by-spaxel spectra, the 1D photoionization models from the Mexican Million Models data base (3MdB, Morisset et al. 2015) and a 3D photoionization model . We finish with the analysis of the electronic density and temperature as well as the ionic and total chemical abundances of the nebula.
Concerning the 3MdB, it is worth mentioning some information about the grid of photoionization models. This grid of models models was constructed by Morisset et al. (2015) using the code cloudy ). Various parameters were set as free variables and varied within a specific range of values. These parameters are as follows: the Table 2 . Integrated and 1D simulated long-slit emission-line intensities for PAs=-90,-80,-20, and 0 • obtained from the VIMOS datacube. Yet, not all the models of the grid depict real PNe and a number of criteria were considered in order to get a more representative grid of models (Delgado-Inglada et al. 2014 ). These criteria are as follows: (a) hydrogen mass<1 M , (b) T eff and L consistent with evolutionary models, (c) 10 −13 <surface brightness<10 −11 erg s −1 cm −2 arcsec −2 , and (d) 2×10 53 ≤ n H R 3 out ≤3×10 56 . For more details about the grid of PNe models, we refer the interested readers to the paper from Delgado-Inglada et al. (2014) . In order to assure that Abell 14 is compared with the equivalent models (e.g. spectral energy distribution, ionization degree), we plot in the BPT diagrams only those models for which the temperature of the central star covers a range of values from 100000 to 200000 K and the nebula is 80% matter bounded. The reason for that is the very low spatial resolution of the VIMOS images compared to the narrow-band images obtained from the Aristarchos telescope (see Figure 1 ).
Morphological analysis from line maps
The two ring-like structures appear brighter at the southern edge displaying a bright spot. Moreover, the western ring is brighter compared to the eastern one due to the orientation to the nebula. This is consistent with its recent 3D morpho-kinematic model ). The southern bright spot at the equatorial region, which is noticeable in all lines besides [O iii] and He ii may be the result of the projection of a larger fainter hourglass structure or the interaction between two larger but fainter ring-like structures. The angular size of the observed portion of the nebula in the [N ii] and [S ii] lines, measured from the outer edge to the central star, is 20 arcsec in the NS direction and 22 arcsec in the EW direction.
Regarding the high-excitation lines such as the He ii and [O iii] lines, none of the ring-like structures or the southern bright spot are detected. The nebula displays a more ellipsoidal structure concentrated in the centre. The size of the observed part of the nebula in the [O iii] line is 15x20 arcsec. In the [N i] 5200Å emission-line map, Abell 14 displays a diffuse emission in the eastern ring as well as the southern bright spot. Shock interactions may be responsible for the strong [N i] 5200Å emission in these particular regions of the nebula.
Hydrodynamic simulations have shown that the interaction of jets or collimated outflows in the polar direction, due to the presence of a binary system, with a dense shell can explain the formation of barrel-like PNe (Akashi et al. 2018 ). The hydrodynamic simulations R1, R3 and R5 resemble the morphology of Abell 14 (see Figure 10 in Akashi et al. 2018) . In particular, the R1 model reproduces the bright spots at each ring-like structure observed in Abell 14. Surprisingly, the viewing angle of the R1 model (20 • ) matches with the in- clination angle of 22 • ±4 • in the east-west direction obtained from its 3D morpho-kinematic model . The physical separation between star-forming, Seyfert and LINER galaxies on the emission-line ratios is attributed to the ionization mechanism. Shock with velocities higher than 100 km s −1 can provide a reasonable explanation for the strong emission of low-ionization lines and the position of LINER on the BPT diagrams (e.g. Ho et al. 2014) .
Emission-line diagnostic diagrams
Despite all the effort to distinguish different type of galaxies and explore the ionization structure, only few studies have been done in PNe. The most common and widely known DD is between log(H α/[N ii]) and log(H α/[S ii]) line ratios proposed by Sabbadin et al. (1977) (SMB) . A statistical analysis of this DD has been made by Riesgo & López (2006) providing the 85 percent probability density ellipse. PNe with log(H α/[N ii])<0 and log(H α/[S ii])<0.4 (below the region occupied by supernova remnants, hereafter SNRs) may experience some shock activity (e.g. Riesgo & López 2006; Bohigas 2008; . BPT diagrams for PNe, SNRs, and H ii regions based on observations are presented by Frew & Parker (2010) ; Sabin et al. (2013) . Very recently, the so-called "2D extended diagnostic diagram " was used by Barría & Kimeswenger (2018a,b) ; Barría et al. (2018) to search for shocked regions or identify low-ionization structures in PNe. Abell 14 lies in the left-bottom corner and it is characterized by 0.4<log(H α/[S ii])<0.6. These values barely indicate shocks in Abell 14. It is worth mentioning that the distribution of individual spaxels is quite different compared to the simulated long-slit ratios. Spaxels' values cover a wider range in log(H α/[S ii]) (from 0 to 0.8) and log(H α/[N ii]) (from -1.0 to -0.5). This bias to lower ratios from the individual spaxels and higher ratios from the integrated 1D long-slit spectra may lead to the misinterpretation of excitation mechanism: in the first case, towards the existence of shocks and in the second case towards the excitation by the UV stellar radiation field. This delicate point has also been pointed out by Morisset (2018) .
The comparison between the line ratios derived from the 1D simulated long-slits of the VIMOS datacube and those from the 3D photoionization model ) developed using the mocassin 6 code reveals a significant difference of the order of 0.3-0.4 dex. Moreover, one can see that photoionization models can reproduce very low line ratios [log(H α/[S ii])∼-0.4 and log(H α/[N ii])∼-1], without considering shocks ( Figure 5 ). The common characteristic of this group of models is the very low logU parameter (<-3.4), i.e., very low-excitation nebulae. It is also evident that both line ratios, H α/[N ii] and H α/[S ii], decrease (i.e. the [N ii] and [S ii] lines become stronger) with the decrease of logU (smaller squares). Therefore, the log(H α/[N ii]) versus log(H α/[S ii]) DD itself is not enough to distinguish nebular gas excited by shocks or UV stellar radiation. The criterion, 6 MOnte CArlo SimulationS of ionized Nebulae (Ercolano et al. 2003 (Ercolano et al. , 2005 .
log(H α/[S ii])<0.4, which commonly applied for supernova remnants (e.g. Leonidaki et al. 2013) , is not adequate to argue for the presence of shocks in PNe. with young and evolved SNRs (Frew & Parker 2010; Sabin et al. 2013) ]. However, all these models lie within the PNe limits (brown lines). Photoionization cloudy models with logU<-3.4 can successfully produce low log([O iii]/H β) and high log([S ii]/H α) line ratios. The line ratios obtained from the 1D simulated long-slit spectra indicate that Abell 14 lies in a transition region between PNe and SNRs with no extreme values like those obtained from individual spaxels.
Log([S ii]/H α) versus log([O iii]/H β)

Log([N ii]/H α) versus log([O iii]/H β)
The log([N ii]/H α) versus log([O iii]/H β) DD of Abell 14 is illustrated in Fig. 7 . Similarly to the previous diagram, log([N ii]/H α) also increases as logU decreases, and its maximum value is close to 0.8. Abell 14 lies at the outskirts of the grid of cloudy models consistent with very low-ionization models (logU<-3.4). It is evident that Abell 14 is not characterized by line ratios typical to PNe.
Log([N i]/H β) versus log([O iii]/H β)
Although strong [N i] and [O i] lines are usually attributed to shock activity (e.g. Phillips & Guzman 1998) , there is no proper DD of these lines for PNe. These lines are not always detected in PNe (or they are very weak), and this makes very difficult to construct a trustworthy DD from observations. A grid of photoionization models, as the Mexican Million Models, may be of great help in such an analysis. Figure  8 displays the log([N i]/H β) versus log([O iii]/H β) DD. Both the individual spaxels and the 1D simulated long-slit spectra show an overlap with cloudy models only for logU between -4.4 and -3.4, and [N i]/H β between -0.75 and -0.25. Note that there are spaxels with [N i]/H β>1, which could be easily interpreted as shock collisions, even if they can be reproduced by photoionization models with very low logU.
The observed and modelled line ratios display a difference in log([N i]/H α) of almost 1.5 dex (see the inner plot in Figure 8 ). Recall that the mocassin model of Abell 14 does not reproduce the intensity of [N i] λ5200. It can also be observed that the eastern part (PA<0, blue points) has systematically higher log([N i]/H β) compared to the western part (PA>0, red points) of ∼0.3 dex. This may be associated with the orientation of the nebula, resulting in a fainter [N i] λ5200 line in the western part (see Fig. 4 ).
The 3MdB grid
In order to verify if there is any additional thermal mechanism as suggested by , we searched the . Two models, a radiation bounded and an 80% matter-bounded model, with negligible differences in line ratios and stellar parameters, are found. For our analysis below, we use the 80% matter-bounded model. For this best model, we get T eff =150 000 K, log(L/L )=3.0, and logU=-3.8, i.e., a hot and faint evolved white dwarf. The size of the nebula (r out ) is ∼10 17 cm with a low electron density (<100 cm 3 ). All these parameters are consistent with the results from our previous study of Abell 14 Bohigas 2008) , but it does not explain the observed discrepancy, and ii) the high O abundance of the 3MdB cloudy models, ∼1 dex more abundant than the observations indicate. Such difference in O abundance, the most important coolant element, will significantly alter the ionization structure of the model and the rest of the emission-lines ratios.
Nebular electron density and temperature
The electron density and temperature of the nebular gas are also derived using the classical indicators (e.g. n e : [S ii] 6716/6731, T e : [N ii] 6548+6584/5755) available for Abell 14. Both the parameters are derived using the integrated spectrum and the 1D simulated long-slit spectra. The latter allow us to explore for possible variations within the nebula based on the PA of each slit. Table 3 lists the resulting values of these two parameters.
Abell 14 does not show any significant variation in the electron density or temperature as a function of the PA of slit. Electron temperature varies from 10000 to 12500 K, which is common in PNe, as the recent spatially resolved analysis of NGC 7009 (Walsh et al. 2016 ), NGC 40 (Leal-Ferreira et al. 2011 ) and NGC 2438 (Öttl et al. 2014 ) has also shown. The error of the electron temperature derived from the simulated slits is of the order of 2000 K. The integrated spectra obtained from the alfa code and the line maps give very similar T e values of 11000 and 11500 K, respectively. Electron density, on the other hand, is found to be systematically lower than 200 cm −3 , consistent with the previous studies.
Ionic and total abundances
With the n e and T e of the nebular gas calculated, the ionic and total chemical abundances of Abell 14 can also be derived. Given that only a limited number of ions of a given species are detected in the optical wavelengths, the ionization correction factors (ICFs) from Delgado-Inglada et al.
(2014) are used to calculate the total abundances. ICFs are used in order to take into account the contribution of the unobserved ions in the total chemical abundances. The ionic and total abundances of He, N, O, S, Ne and Ar, as well as their corresponding ICFs are given in Table 3 for the integrated spectra and 1D four simulated long-slit spectra with the same orientation as the observed spectra in Bohigas (2003) and Henry et al. (2010) . Figure 9 displays the ionic and total abundances as a function of the PA of the simulated slits. All chemical abundances, from the integrated neat spectrum (dot-dashed lines), the line maps (dashed lines), and the 1D simulated long-slit spectra (coloured diamonds), were calculated using the code neat 8 The coloured areas indicate the abundance errors for the integrated neat spectrum. No errors are given for the abundances derived from the line maps or 1D simulated long-slit spectra but they are always larger than those derived from the integrated neat spectrum. Both ionic and total abundances show some variation within the nebula but it is smaller compared to their uncertainties. Moreover, some differences in the chemical abundances derived from the integrated neat spectrum and the line maps have been found, which we attributed to the criteria used to determine the line fluxes from the line maps (see Sect. 3). Table 3 . Nebular parameters of Abell 14 obtained from the integrated spectrum and the 1D simulated long-slits spectra for PA=-90,-80,-20, and 0 • Ion
1.4(-1) 0.8(-1) 0.9(-1) 1.3(-1) 1.3(-1) 1.19(-1) 1.72(-1) He 2+ /H 2.0 ± 0.2(-2) 2.1(-2) 3.7(-2) 3.6(-2) 2.1(-2) 2.0(-2) 3.70(-2) 2.40(-2) He/H 1.5 ± 0.3(-1) 1.6(-1) 1.2(-1) 1.3(-1) 1.5(-1) 1.5(-1) 1.56(-1) 1.96(-1) N + /H 1.83 ± 0.25 (-4) Variations in the chemical composition of PNe have been reported for a few PNe but their large errors have prevented their confirmation (Leal-Ferreira et al. 2011; Monteiro et al. 2013) . The MUSE data of NGC 7009 have also shown spatial variations in the ionic abundances of various elements from 0.5 up to even 2 dex (see Walsh et al. 2018 ).
In Figure 10 , we present the ICFs and abundances ratios as a function of the PA for the 1D simulated long-slits VIMOS spectra (coloured diamonds), the integrated neat spectrum (dot-dashed) and the line maps (dashed lines). For the ICFs, we get a significant variability within the nebula. All the elements except for Ar have higher ICFs in the polar direction and lower in the equatorial region ( Figure 10) . 3D photoionization models have demonstrated that the ICFs vary within the nebula (Morisset 2017) . Moreover, it has also been suggested that a correction on the ICFs may be needed when we deal with non-spherical nebulae (Gonçalves et al. 2012) and Abell 14 is one of these cases.
Regarding the N/O, S/O, Ar/O and Ne/O abundance ratios, we find a reasonable agreement between the integrated spectra and the 1D simulated long-sit spectra (Figure 10) . These results denote that the variation found in ICFs is likely real and responsible for the homogeneous abundance ratios. Deep, high quality IFU data from more PNe are needed in order to verify the variation of ICFs and homogeneity in the abundance ratios.
Based on the chemical abundances, Abell 14 is classified as a Type I PN (Peimbert 1978) . The high log(N/O) ratio (alfa, 0.18; maps, 0.23) and He abundance (0.15 and 0.16) are comparable with those found in bipolar PNe (Pottasch & Bernard-Salas 2010) and they are consistent with the pre-diction of high metallicity evolutionary models of massive PN progenitors (Karakas 2010) .
Comparison with previous long-slit spectra
Our methodology allows us to directly compare our results with those obtained from previous long-slit spectroscopy. The 1D simulated long-slit spectrum at PA=0 • can be directly compared with the observed spectrum from Bohigas (2003) . A good agreement is found for the H β flux, as well as for the total abundances of He, N, and Ar, except O and S. Our O abundance is almost twice Bohigas's value, while S is almost 35 percent less abundant. Bohigas (2003) does not provide the abundance for the singly ionized O, because [O ii] λ3727 is not detected in his spectrum. Our O + abundance is almost two times larger than O ++ (Table 3) , and it can explain the discrepancy in the O total abundance. The observed spectrum from Henry et al. (2010) can be compared with the simulated slit at PA=-80 • . The two spectra are found to be very different. First of all, the H β flux reported by Henry et al. (2010) does not agree with the fluxes of any of our simulated spectra. A significant difference is also observed between the fluxes of the doublet lines [N ii] and [S ii], which are 30-50 percent weaker in our data. He is also found ∼33 percent less abundance compared to the previous studies.
The very high N abundance reported by Henry et al. (2010) is not supported by our VIMOS data. The different formulae of ICFs used in this work as well as the different oxygen ionic abundances may be responsible for this discrepancy in N abundances. For instance, Henry et al. (2010) estimated ICF(N)=4.8 using the expressions of Kingsburgh The total O and S abundances are also found to be significantly different. Our O abundance is 20 percent lower than the value derived by Henry et al. (2010) , while S is 40 percent more abundant. This discrepancy in the abundance of S is also attributed to the different O ionic abundances. Kingsburgh & Barlow (1994) were used, a higher ICF(S) and total S abundance should be obtained considering our ionic abundances.
The apparent central star
One of the advantages of observing PNe with IFS is that besides the nebula, the central star(s) (if detected) can also be studied. In the case of Abell 14, we studied its apparent central star, i.e., the star at the geometrical centre of the nebula. From our datacube, we extracted its spectrum using a 2D Gaussian model fitted along the dispersion axis. The stellar integrated spectrum is presented in Figure 11 . Our results indicate that this star cannot be the ionizing star of Abell 14, as we will discuss in the following.
Two different methods were used to obtain the spectral classification of the central star. In the first, we compared the spectrum of the star with the grid of theoretical spectra from Coelho (2014) . This theoretical library consists of 3727 spectra with effective temperature ranging from 3000 to 25000 K, log(g) from -0.5 to 5.5 and metallicity Fe/H from -1.3 to +0.2. We wrote an IDL code to obtain an interpolated spectrum from the grid and fit it to the observed VIMOS data using the global optimization method called Cross Entropy ((CE); further details of the method can be found in Monteiro et al. 2010) . With this method, we estimated values for the stellar atmospheric parameters obtaining T eff =7685±2937 K, log(g) = 1.7±1.0 cm/s 2 and log(Fe/H) = 0.3±0.3.
We validated the results using a second well-established procedure. We used the code ulyss (Université de Lyon Spectroscopic analysis Software) developed by Koleva et al. (2009) . The code obtains the atmospheric parameters by fitting the observed spectrum with an interpolated spectrum of the empirical library ELODIE (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001; Prugniel et al. 2007 ). The fitting procedure uses χ 2 minimization.
The fits obtained with ulyss resulted in the atmospheric parameters T eff = 7909±135 K, log(g) = 1.4±0.1 cm/s 2 and log(Fe/H) = -1.7±0.1. While the effective temperature and surface gravity are in good agreement with the value we obtained with the first method, the metallicity is significantly different.
In Figure 11 , we show the observed spectrum and both fitted spectra discussed above. The ulyss fit does not reproduce the major absorption lines as well as our code. Our code also manages to fit further to the blue. The star has been previously classified by Weidmann & Gamen (2011) as a B8-9 type due to the presence of Balmer and He absorption lines. Our analysis indicates an A5 type star. In any case, such a star is not able to ionise a nebula as Abell 14. We note also that the stellar absorption lines are aligned with the nebula emission-lines (i.e., both show the similar radial velocities), as shown in Fig. 11 .
The probability that the central star of Abell 14 is aligned with a field star at such small distance is extremely low. If this alignment is true, we must agree with Henry Boffin that "Nature likes to play tricks with us! " (Boffin et al. 2018) .
The star has also been observed by the Gaia satellite. Its parallax is provided in the second data release (π=0.1948±0.036, Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018 . The low fractional error of the parallax measure (σ π /π = 0.18) allows us to get the distance from the inverse of parallax, D = 1/π = 5.1±0.9 kpc. For comparison, the distance of this star has also been derived using a robust probabilistic approach Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) and it is found to be 4.34 kpc with 1σ minimum and maximum values of 3.74 and 5.15 kpc, respectively. Note that also got a distance of 4 kpc from their best-fitting 3D model.
It is worth mentioning here that a systematic offset in the Gaia DR2 parallaxes has been reported by several authors. This offset is likely between 10 and 100 mas, strongly depending on the magnitudes and colours of the sources as well as their position on the sky (Lindegren et al. 2018 ). More specifically, the offset has been estimated 0.029 mas from a sample of quasars (Lindegren et al. 2018 It is not evident which parallax offset is applicable for the central star of Abell 14. Therefore, the lowest (0.029 mas), the highest (0.082 mas) and the weighted average from all the aforementioned parallax offsets (0.051 mas) were considered to correct its parallax and distance (see also Gómez-Gordillo et al. 2020 ). These offsets yield distances of 4.46, 3.6, and 4.08 kpc, respectively, and they agree with the 4 kpc distance derived from 3D modelling . We argue that the A-type star at the centre of Abell 14 is likely a companion star in a binary system.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The ionization structure and chemical composition of Abell 14 were studied using new the VLT@VIMOS IFU data. This new data set allowed us to investigate how emission-line ratios are distributed in two spatial directions following three approaches: (1) the integrated spectrum, (2) spaxel-by-spaxel spectra, and (3) 1D simulated long-slit spectra in various position angles.
The BPT and SMB diagnostic diagrams were constructed using our VIMOS data and photoionization models. A spaxel-by-spaxel analysis of the emission-lines in the BPT diagrams may lead to misinterpretation of the results, since they cover a wider range of values and substantially different from those derived by the 1D simulated long-slit spectra. The common log([S ii]/H α)<0.4 criterion to trace shock-excited gas is not directly applicable for PNe. The contribution of the UV radiation from the central star and shock interactions cannot be distinguished using only emission-line ratios.
The 3MdB grid of photoionization models was also explored in order to seek for those models that are capable to reproduce high line ratios usually attributed to shock excitation. Despite the photoionization models have a spherically symmetry, we found two models (one radiation bounded and one 80 percent matter bounded), which can reproduce, within the uncertainties, the observed line ratios. These models indicate a very large and evolved nebula, with a low -luminosity central star in agreement the previous studies. However, the log([N i]/H β) and log([O ii]/H β) line ratios derived from the observations and the models were significant different, and an additional thermal mechanism may be responsible for this discrepancy.
The ionic and total chemical abundances obtained from the 1D simulated long-slit spectra indicate some variation with the slit's position angle. However, the large abundance errors did not allow us to confirm this behaviour for Abell 14.
On the other hand, the abundance ratios (N/O, S/O, Ar/O and Ne/O) did not show any variation with the slit's position angles. That result was attributed to the variability of ICFs, which were found to increase from the equator to the polar direction.
Besides the analysis of the nebular gas in distinct spatial directions, IFS also allowed us to study the spectral properties of the star at the geometric centre of the nebula. The star was classified as an A-type star with T eff = 7909±135 K and log(g) = 1.4±0.1 cm s −2 , and it could not be the ionizing source of the nebula. This star and the nebula were found to located approximately at the same distance of 4 kpc, and we concluded that the central star of Abell 14 is very likely a binary system.
